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“was a significant”; “comparison of” as “comparison between”; “. More” as “. For more”; 

“to third” as “to the third”; “with Pfizer” as “with the Pfizer”; “AstraZeneca” as “the 

AstraZeneca”; “median” as “a median”; “following COVID-19” as “following the 

COVID-19”; “hyperglycemic” as “a hyperglycemic”; “and adenoviral” as “and the 

adenoviral”; “adjuvant,” as “an adjuvant,”; “dysfunction” as “the dysfunction”; “and 

have” as “and”; “to COVID-19” as “to the COVID-19”; “far. The SARS-CoV-2” as “far. 

SARS-CoV-2”; “, severity” as “, the severity”; “in immune” as “in the immune”; 

“new-onset” as “the new-onset”. The grammar mistakes which are not mentioned here 

are also to be checked and corrected properly.  2. There are some typing mistakes as 

well, and authors are advised to carefully proof-read the text. For example, the words 

“COVID- 19” may be as “COVID-19”; “between after” as “between, after or after”; “pre- 

diabetes” as “pre-diabetes”; “a comorbidity” as “comorbidity”; “normal weight” as 

“normal-weight”; “Side effect,” as “Side effects,”; “positivity ,” as “positivity,”; 

“non-diabetic” as “nodiabetic”; “health care” as “healthcare”;  “1 month” as “1-month”; 

“workers, but” as “workers but”; “vccination” as “vaccination”; “DISSCUSION” as 

“DISCUSSION”; “flow, or” as “flow or”; “well regulated” as “well-regulated”; “studies 

it” as “studies, it”. The typos not mentioned here are also to be checked and corrected 

properly.  3. Check the abbreviations throughout the manuscript and introduce the 

abbreviation when the full word appears the first time in the abstract and the remaining 

for the text and then use only the abbreviation (For example, Diabetes mellitus (DM), 

type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), ACE2, etc.,). Make a word abbreviated in the article 

that is repeated at least three times in the text, not all words  to be abbreviated.  4. The 

introduction part appears less informative about the diabetes mellitus and its subsequent 

health consequences, thus this section should be indicated as detailed to understand the 

manuscript in clear.  5. The initial cited with reference in the text should be removed 

and should be in the author instruction of the journal (For example, reference “Lee HJ et 
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al[63]”) and it should also be checked all over the manuscript.  6. The conclusion seems 

very simple. All conclusions must be convincing statements on what was found to be 

novel, impact based on the strong support of the data/results/discussion. Moreover, the 

authors may also be included the limitation of the present findings for a better 

understanding of the manuscript. 

 


